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what is a Jet and why interesting ?
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Jet Algorithms 24

Hadronisation Effects

Jets of

Hadrons

  

Jets of Partons

q
-

q

!
g

eing collinear and infrared safe

does NOT mean small hadronisation uncertainties

arton-to-Hadron (hadronisation) effects are

non-perturbative and are estimated with

Monte Carlo simulations that include

q and g radiation in the parton-shower approach

fragmentation of the final-state partons into hadrons

he size of the hadronisation effects DEPENDS on the jet algorithm

hey are estimated by comparing the results of applying the jet

algorithm to the parton and hadron levels of the Monte Carlo

simulated events

J Terrón (Madrid) ZEUS Weekly August 19th, 2002

          

•What are Jets: 
Footprints of partons that cannot be
observed directly:color confinement ➠ hadrons ➠ 
detector signals

•Identifying Jets(accurately) is an important issue in 
collider physics, many physics topologies involve jets

- Our knowledge on QCD is based on Jet 
measurements: gluon was discovered in 3-jet 
event(PETRA), determination of αs ...

- Most of the searches for physics beyond the SM 
relies on Jet measurements:SUSY, high pT di-jets
- SM processes, top, W/Z+jets

Jet Production cross section is HUGE at the LHC ! 
σ(Jet pT> 100 GeV) ∼103 nb (∼1000 events/s)



Introduction

CaloJets: Clusters 
of Calorimeter 

Towers

GenJets: made 
from stable MC 
truth particles

Parton Level Jets

Several Jet clustering algorithms available 
desired properties are: 
Measurable & Calculable & Accurate : 

Good correspondence between 
parton-, particle-, detector-level
 Insensitivity to detector details, 

PileUp, underlying event
 Reliable calibration
 Fast execution
 Infrared and collinear safe

Philipp Schieferdecker (CERN)

Jet Reconstruction

• Good correspondence between 
parton-, particle-, and detector-level

• Infrared- and Collinear (IRC) Safe

• Not too sensitive to details of the 
detector, PileUp at high Lumi, non-
perturbative processes

• Reliable Calibration

• Fast Execution

4/18Physics Analysis Approval
February 27th 2008

Marek Zielinski (Rochester)
Philipp Schieferdecker (CERN)

Particle
Jets

Calorimeter 
Jets

Partons

Two classes of jet algorithms:

1)Cone-Based
2)Sequential 

Recombination (kT)

Desired properties of a jet algorithm:

Infrared Unsafe
sensitive to the addition 
of soft particles

Collinear Unsafe
sensitive to splitting a 4-
Vector into two smaller
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With MC simulate every step after the 
collision and study jets at each level 



Jet Algorithms in CMS

 IterativeCone Algorithm  MidPoint Cone Algorithm

R=
!

!!2 + !"2

- Input: CaloTowers, particles with ET >1 GeV
- Iterative search for stable cones of radius R

                               
- particles assigned to a stable cone are 
removed from the input list and iterate...        
- No split&Merge conflict
- Not infrared & collinear safe

- similar to IterativeCone Algorithm

- Infrared safety introduced considering                 

“mid-points” of proto-Jets closer than 2R.                    

IR safe only up to  NLO.

- Split&Merge necessary 

- may leave unclustered energy

- Not any more part of standard 

reconstruction in CMS 
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Jet Algorithms in CMS

Recombination scheme : “E-Scheme” for all jet algorithms

 SisCone Algorithm
- “Seedless Infrared Safe Cone” algorithm
- searches for ALL stable cones
- applies Split&Merge procedure 
- Infrared and Collinear safe
- No dark energy

 (Fast-) kT Algorithm
- Faster implementation of standard kT 
- combines 4-vectors according to their 
relative transverse momentum

- Infrared & Collinear Safe
- No unclustered energy

di,j = min{ki
T , kj

T }
!

!!2
ij + !"2

ij

di = ki
T

Philipp Schieferdecker (CERN)

Jet Reconstruction

• Good correspondence between 
parton-, particle-, and detector-level

• Infrared- and Collinear (IRC) Safe

• Not too sensitive to details of the 
detector, PileUp at high Lumi, non-
perturbative processes

• Reliable Calibration

• Fast Execution

4/18Physics Analysis Approval
February 27th 2008

Marek Zielinski (Rochester)
Philipp Schieferdecker (CERN)

Particle
Jets

Calorimeter 
Jets

Partons

Two classes of jet algorithms:

1)Cone-Based
2)Sequential 

Recombination (kT)

Desired properties of a jet algorithm:

Infrared Unsafe
sensitive to the addition 
of soft particles

Collinear Unsafe
sensitive to splitting a 4-
Vector into two smaller

    

    

i

j
If dmin=dij  ➠  merge
if dmin=di  object i is excluded from the next iteration 
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Jet Algorithms: Timing 3

CPU time per event [ms]
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Jet Reco: CPU time per event
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CPU per event vs nCaloTowers above threshold

Figure 1: Left: CPU time required for each jet algorithm to cluster all CaloTowers above the
ET threshold of 0.5 GeV into jets. Right: Average CPU time as a function of the number of
CaloTowers above ET threshold.

(|!| < 1.4), endcaps (1.4 < |!| < 3), and forward (3 < |!| < 5) regions. Many studies presented
here are therefore carried out for each of the regions separately, and significant differences are
indeed observed. In this note we are however mostly concerned with the relative performance
between different algorithms and radius parameter choices, in our quest to select a set of algo-
rithms to be supported for future CMS analyses. The relative performance between different
algorithms appears to be consistent across all regions of the detector, and only distributions
for the barrel region are therefore shown, while the differences observed in other regions are
explained in the text.

The jet matching efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of particle jets matched to a
calorimeter jet within !R < 0.5 and the total number of particle jets. It represents a meaningful
measure of the reconstruction efficiency of each jet algorithm, but is strongly correlated to the
position resolution and therefore depends on the !R cut and the jet size parameter. However,
relative comparisons between different algorithms using equivalent size parameters remain
instructive. The matching efficiencies for small (left) and large (right) radius parameters as a
function of pgen

T are shown in Figure 2. The efficiencies of jets reconstructed with the Fast kT
and SISCone algorithms indicate better performance than jets reconstructed with the Midpoint
Cone and Iterative Cone algorithms.

The jet response Rjet = pT/pgen
T for the barrel region as a function of pgen

T is shown in Figure 3
for uncorrected jets. The results for small radius parameters (R = 0.5/D = 0.4) are shown on
the left side of each of the Figures, large radius parameters (R = 0.7/D = 0.6) are covered on
the right side. Very good agreement between the individual algorithms is found for all regions
of the detector, indicating good correspondence between the values of D for the kT algorithm
and R for cone algorithms which are being compared.

The ! and " resolutions for jets in the barrel region are shown as a function of pgen
T in Figures 4

and 5 respectively. Good agreement is found among all algorithms with comparable radius
parameter, with marginal differences at low pgen

T . Jets reconstructed with larger radius param-
eters yield slightly worse resolution both in ! and ". Note that the position of the primary
vertex is assumed to be at z = 0, which dilutes the ! resolution w.r.t. taking the correct position
measured with the tracking detectors into account.
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Figure 1: Left: CPU time required for each jet algorithm to cluster all CaloTowers above the
ET threshold of 0.5 GeV into jets. Right: Average CPU time as a function of the number of
CaloTowers above ET threshold.

(|!| < 1.4), endcaps (1.4 < |!| < 3), and forward (3 < |!| < 5) regions. Many studies presented
here are therefore carried out for each of the regions separately, and significant differences are
indeed observed. In this note we are however mostly concerned with the relative performance
between different algorithms and radius parameter choices, in our quest to select a set of algo-
rithms to be supported for future CMS analyses. The relative performance between different
algorithms appears to be consistent across all regions of the detector, and only distributions
for the barrel region are therefore shown, while the differences observed in other regions are
explained in the text.

The jet matching efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of particle jets matched to a
calorimeter jet within !R < 0.5 and the total number of particle jets. It represents a meaningful
measure of the reconstruction efficiency of each jet algorithm, but is strongly correlated to the
position resolution and therefore depends on the !R cut and the jet size parameter. However,
relative comparisons between different algorithms using equivalent size parameters remain
instructive. The matching efficiencies for small (left) and large (right) radius parameters as a
function of pgen

T are shown in Figure 2. The efficiencies of jets reconstructed with the Fast kT
and SISCone algorithms indicate better performance than jets reconstructed with the Midpoint
Cone and Iterative Cone algorithms.

The jet response Rjet = pT/pgen
T for the barrel region as a function of pgen

T is shown in Figure 3
for uncorrected jets. The results for small radius parameters (R = 0.5/D = 0.4) are shown on
the left side of each of the Figures, large radius parameters (R = 0.7/D = 0.6) are covered on
the right side. Very good agreement between the individual algorithms is found for all regions
of the detector, indicating good correspondence between the values of D for the kT algorithm
and R for cone algorithms which are being compared.

The ! and " resolutions for jets in the barrel region are shown as a function of pgen
T in Figures 4

and 5 respectively. Good agreement is found among all algorithms with comparable radius
parameter, with marginal differences at low pgen

T . Jets reconstructed with larger radius param-
eters yield slightly worse resolution both in ! and ". Note that the position of the primary
vertex is assumed to be at z = 0, which dilutes the ! resolution w.r.t. taking the correct position
measured with the tracking detectors into account.

 Jet reconstruction takes ∼0.5% of CPU time necessary for full event reconstruction, 
Jet algo choice does not have significant impact

 IterativeCone algorithm is simple and fast: will be used at HLT

 Execution time for kT algorithm, as implemented in the FastJet package
is improved dramatically w.r.t. earlier implementations
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Jet matching efficiencyJet matching efficiency
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5

Figure 11 shows the dijet mass resolution as a function of the resonance mass mZ! for jets
reconstructed with Midpoint Cone (dashed red line) and SISCone (solid blue line). The Z!

Monte Carlo sample is intentionally miscalibrated according to the expectation of the quality
of the calibration of the CMS detector after 100 pb"1 of data taking. The dijet mass is computed
as the invariant mass of the two leading jets in events where both leading jets are reconstructed
in the barrel (|!| < 1.3). The individual resolutions are obtained from a Gaussian fit to each
distribution in the range "1" to 1.5" centered on the mean. The mass resolutions achieved
with both algorithms are in good agreement over the entire studied range of resonance masses.
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Figure 2: Matching Efficiency vs pgen
T for R = 0.5/D = 0.4 (left) and R = 0.7/D = 0.6 (right)

jets.
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Figure 3: The jet response as a function of pgen
T , averaged over the Barrel region, for jets clus-

tered with smaller (left) and larger (right) size parameters.

 !100% efficiency for pT>30 GeV

 KT and SiSCone algo yields better efficiencies 
 Data driven methods to measure the efficiency under development

Matching efficiency: fraction of GenJets which matches to a Calorimeter jet with a 
distance !R(GenJet,CaloJet)<0.5
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Jet energy corrections

Reconstructed
Jets

Calibrated
JetsOffset Rel: η Abs: pT EMF Flavor UE Parton

Required Corrections Optional Corrections

CMS develops a factorized multi-level jet correction 

 EMF:  variations in jet response with electromagnetic energy fraction
 Flavor: variations in jet response to different jet flavor (light quark, c,b, gluon)
 Underlying Event
 Parton: correcting measured jet pT to the parton level

➠ derive from MC simulation tuned on test-beam data at start-up, data 
driven when available, on the long term from simulation tuned on 
collision data

Offset:for Pile Up and electronic noise in the detector (measure in zero-bias data)
Relative(eta): variations in jet response with eta relative to a control region
Absolute (pT): correcting the pT of a measured jet to particle level jet pT
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Jet energy corrections: relative(η)
4 4 Absolute Correction: pT dependence

control region of the calorimeter, and the other jet (probe jet) with arbitrary !. To study this
method in MC, we use QCD jet events with ! 2 jets azimuthally separated by !" > 2.5. The
sample is enriched in the 2 " 2 process by requiring that any additional 3rd jet in the event
have pT < 0.25pdijet

T , where pdijet
T = (pprobe

T + pbarrel
T )/2 is an average uncorrected pT of the dijet

system. We study the distribution of the quantity B = (pprobe
T # pbarrel

T )/2 in bins of !probe and
pdijet

T . The most probable value of the B distribution, <B> in a given !probe and pdijet
T bin is

used to determine the relative response R(!probe, pdijet
T ) = ( 2 + <B> ) / ( 2 # <B> ). The

correction comes from inverting the response and mapping the average pdijet
T to the average

pprobe
T . Fig. 4 shows the relative jet response as a function of ! determined in two ways: from

MC truth and from dijet pT balance. The response values obtained by the two methods agree
to within 1% for the barrel (|!| < 1.3), 2-3% for the endcap (1.3 < |!| < 3), and 5-10% for the
forward (3 < |!| < 5). The agreement improves when we tighten the cut on !" and 3rd jet
pT, nevertheless, we believe this is roughly the size of the systematic uncertainty in the dijet
balance technique.
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Figure 4: Left) The relative jet response vs. ! from both dijet balance and MC truth for 20 <

pdijet
T < 40 GeV. Right) Same for 200 < pdijet

T < 300 GeV.

4 Absolute Correction: pT dependence
The CMS calorimeter energy response to a particle level jet is smaller than unity and varies as
a function of jet pT. The purpose of the pT dependent correction is to remove these variations
and make the response equal to unity at all pT for the control region |!| < 1.3. When combined
with the ! dependent correction and the offset correction, the pT dependent correction provides
the complete correction back to the particle jet level required for most CMS analyses. We plan
on determining this correction first from MC truth, and subsequently from photon + jet and Z
+ jet pT balance in actual collision data.

4.1 MC Truth Based Corrections

To derive pT-dependence corrections from MC, we use the same QCD dijet events as for the !-
dependence studies. The jets are required to be in the central region of the calorimeter, |!jet| <

1.3 and matched by !R(GenJet, CaloJet) < 0.25. The distribution of !pT(pGenJet
T ) = pCaloJet

T #
pGenJet

T is studied, and the most probable value < !pT > is found by a Gaussian fit in the range
±1.5# around the peak. The jet response, R(pGenJet

T ) = 1+ < !pT > /pGenJet
T , is measured

3

increase roughly proportionally with the number of pile-up events. In collider data, we plan
to estimate the energy offset due to noise and pile-up from zero-bias events, which do not re-
quire any interaction to trigger, and also minimum-bias triggered events. The offset correction
subtracts the energy offset from the measured jet energy.

3 Relative Correction: ! dependence
The CMS jet response varies as a function of jet ! for a fixed jet pT. The purpose of the !
dependence correction is to remove these variations and make the response flat as a function of
!. This will be done after the offset correction. We plan to determine this correction first from
MC truth, and later from QCD dijet events in actual collision data applying the pT balance
technique.

3.1 MC Truth Based Corrections

To derive ! dependence corrections from MC, we use QCD dijet events. In these events we
match CaloJets to GenJets by requiring their separation in !" space be within !R < 0.25. For
the matched jets we study the distribution of the variable !pT(!) = pCaloJet

T ! pGenJet
T in fine

bins of jet ! and for various pGenJet
T ranges. To extract the relative jet energy calibration, the most

probable value of the !pT(!) distribution in a given ! bin is compared to the most probable
value of the !pT(! < 1.3) distribution for jets in the control region of the calorimeter, |!| < 1.3.
Fig. 3 shows variations of pCaloJet

T /pGenJet
T as a function jet !, for two different pT ranges, before

and after the relative correction is applied. Before the correction there are significant variations
as a function of !. Some of these variations are due to under-response at the edges of the
calorimeter sub-systems in !, and other variations are due to over-response in higher ! regions
where a fixed jet pT corresponds to a large and varying jet momentum. After the corrections
the jet response is flat.
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Figure 3: Left) The jet response vs. ! from MC truth for GenJets with 27 < pT < 35 GeV both
before and after ! dependent corrections. Right) Same for 200 < pT < 300 GeV.

3.2 Data Driven Corrections

To derive the relative jet energy corrections from collider data, we plan to employ the dijet pT
balance technique, first used at SPPS [8] and later refined by the Tevatron experiments [2, 3].
The idea is to use pT balance in back-to-back dijet events with one jet (barrel jet) in the central

MC based: 
• QCD di-jet events
• study ΔpT(η)= pTCaloJet - pTGenJet 
• most probable val of ΔpT(η) is 
compared to most probable val of 
ΔpT(η)||η|<1.3  (reference point is the response 
at |η|<1.3)

Data driven 
• di-jet balance in QCD events ΔΦ(jet1,jet2)>2.5

• any 3rd jet pT < 0.25pTdijet 

goal: Flatten the jet response versus η

Response= pTCaloJet/pTGenJet Relative Response= r(η)/r(|η|<1.3)

pdijet
T =

pprobe
T + pbarrel

T

2

B =
pprobe

T ! pbarrel
T

pdijet
T

r =
2+ < B >

2! < B >

Response values from MC 
& dijet balance tech. are 
in agreement within 
1% (|η|<1.3), 
2-3%(1.3<|η|<3), 
5-10% (3<|η|<5)
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4.2 Data Driven Corrections 5

in bins of pGenJet
T . The jet energy correction is then extracted from R(pGenJet

T ) by numerical
inversion: the correction is 1/R expressed as a function of pCaloJet

T . Fig. 5 shows both the jet
response and the jet correction. To make the calorimeter jet response flat in ! and pT, the CaloJet
Lorentz vector is scaled by the product of the !-dependence and pT-dependence correction
factors. This corrects the calorimeter jet (CaloJet) to the particle jet level (GenJet).
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Figure 5: Left) Simulated jet response versus particle jet pGenJet
T . Right) Simulated absolute

correction as a function of calorimeter jet pCaloJet
T .

4.2 Data Driven Corrections

To determine absolute jet corrections from collider data, we plan to use pT balance in "/Z +
jet events, with the jet in the control region |!| < 1.3, a technique introduced by the Tevatron
experiments [2, 3]. In the case of " + jet balance, the " pT is measured in the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL), which is calibrated using test-beam electrons supplemented with in-situ
calibration using #0 ! "", Z ! e+e" and W ! e$. We consider photons reconstructed in
the CMS barrel calorimeter, |!"| < 1.3. The main background to " + jet production is QCD
dijet events where one jet is misidentified as a photon. To reduce this background we consider
only isolated photons. The photon isolation requires minimal activity in the tracker, ECAL and
hadronic calorimeter in a cone around the photon candidate. We enhance the fraction of 2! 2
processes by requiring the photon and the leading jet be back-to-back: |!%" #| < 0.2, and by
requiring that the second leading jet have small pT compared to the photon, pJET2

T /p"
T < 0.1.

Fig. 6 shows the number of signal and background events expected in an inverse femtobarn
after this preliminary set of cuts. The photon signal is larger than the QCD background for
pT > 100 GeV. Fig. 6 also shows the expected jet response, pJET

T /p"
T, and its expected statistical

error with 100pb"1, demonstrating that with this luminosity we should be able to measure a jet
correction up to jet pT # 600 GeV.

For Z + jet pT balance we consider Z ! µµ decays, which do not rely on calorimeter informa-
tion. The Z pT will be measured from the µ tracks which reconstruct to the Z mass. We use
reconstructed muons with pT > 15 GeV and |!| < 2.3 and accept events with two muons of
opposite charge and a di-muon mass within 20 GeV of the Z mass. We consider only jets that
are separated from the muons by !R > 0.5. We enhance the fraction of 2 ! 2 processes by
requiring the Z and the leading jet be back-to-back, |!%" #| < 0.2, and by requiring that the
second leading jet have small pT compared to the Z boson, pJET2

T /pZ
T < 0.2. We only consider

here the Z signal as backgrounds are expected to be negligible. Fig. 7 shows the expected jet
response, pJET

T /pZ
T , and its statistical error with 100pb"1, demonstrating that with this lumi-

MC based

Absolute Jet Response vs. pT(GenJet) Absolute Jet Correction vs. pT(CaloJet)

➪ Flatten the absolute jet response of calorimeter vs. pT 
Corrects energy of jet back to the particle level in control region (|η|<1.3)
➪ Use Calorimeter jets within |η|<1.3 which are matched to GenJet ΔR<0.25 

R(GenJet) = 1 +
< !pT >

pGenJet
T

!pT = pCaloJet
T ! pGenJet

T

Jet energy corrections:absolute pT
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Data driven γ+jet:  PT balance in events with the jet in the control region 

6 4 Absolute Correction: pT dependence
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Figure 6: Left) Expected rate of isolated photons and QCD dijet background as a function of
photon candidate pT. Right) The jet response from ! + jet balance with statistical uncertainties
anticipated for 100 pb!1.

nosity we should be able to measure a jet correction up to jet pT " 400 GeV. The systematic
uncertainty in the jet response from the 2 # 2 selection cuts is estimated to be within 2% for all
Z pT.

Deriving the data-driven correction from !/Z + jet pT balance requires a few steps. The ini-
tial corrections from !/Z + jet pT balance come from inverting the response, mapped from a
function of p!/Z

T to a function of pCaloJet
T . Fig. 7 shows the jet correction from Z +jet pT balance

in comparison to the MC truth correction from the QCD dijet sample. The two corrections are
the same to within 5% for pT > 100 GeV, demonstrating that pT balance can be used to obtain
a similar jet correction as MC truth. The small difference between jet response from MC truth
for dijets and from !/Z + jet pT balance is expected due to two effects. First, in the pT balance
measurements conservation of momentum holds at the parton level, and we are seeing small
differences between parton level corrections from pT balance and particle level jet corrections
from MC truth. Parton level corrections are further discussed in section 7. Second, the mix of
quarks and gluons recoiling off the !/Z is different than the mix of quarks and gluons in the
QCD dijet sample, and the jet response to quarks and gluons is different for low jet pT at CMS.
These flavor corrections are further discussed in section 6. These effects have been estimated
with the Monte Carlo and are small compared to the size of the total correction. We plan to use
these MC estimates to transform the initial corrections, that come from !/Z + jet pT balance,
into jet corrections appropriate for particle level jets originating from the mixture of quarks and
gluons in the dijet sample. For example, we plan to take the initial correction derived from Z
+ jet pT balance in collider data and multiply it by the curve labeled ”MC dijet / Z + jet” in
Fig. 7, and we plan a similar transformation for the correction derived from ! + jet pT balance.
The data-driven corrections from ! and Z + jet pT balance can then be combined, weight-
ing by their errors appropriately. The MC truth based corrections from QCD dijets can then
be rescaled as necessary to agree with the combined data-driven correction in the pT regions
where they overlap. The rescaled MC truth corrections for QCD dijets will then extrapolate

γ + jet balanceγ+jet & Background Rate

➠ consider clean events with ΔΦ(jets)>π–0.2 
➠ NO extra jet with PT > 0.1PT(γ)  
➠ isolated (ECAL,Tracker,HCAL) photons to 
reduce QCD bgr. 
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1 Introduction1

The determination of the absolute energy scale of a jet is a crucial task for the CMS experiment.2

In this note we describe the analysis of !+jet events to set the energy scale as a function of the3

transverse momentum. The main ingredient of the calibration procedure is represented by the4

balance in the transverse plane between the photon and the recoiling jet. Given the good energy5

resolution expected for the electromagnetic calorimeter even at the LHC startup, the large cross6

section of this process, and the relatively small biases induced by initial and final state radiation7

this method allows a good calibration precision with a small amount of integrated luminosity.8

The largest background is represented by QCD dijet events which can be rejected with tight9

photon isolation criteria and topological requirements. This approach has been already used10

by D0 and CDF collaborations who have demonstrated O(%) calibration accuracy for central11

jets with in a wide pT range [1]. Previous analyses in CMS based on ORCA are documented in12

[2].

Figure 1: Sketch of a photon+jet event in the transverse plane.

13

2 Datasets and reconstructed objects14

The main results in this note have been produced using Summer08 Monte Carlo and analyzed15

with release 2.2.3. These datasets are listed in Tables 1,2.16

The analysis has been repeated with the CSA08 S156 dataset listed in Table 3, as will be dis-17

cussed in Sec. 8.18

The list of reconstructed objects used by this analysis is summarized in Table 4.19

The list of MC objects and concepts commonly referred to in the text are summarized in Table 5.20

21

✓ calibration constants can be 
obtained for  PT < 600 GeV 
with a data of  100 pb-1.
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Figure 7: Left) The jet response from Z + jet balance with statistical uncertainties anticipated
for 100 pb!1. Right) The jet correction from Z + jet balance, from MC truth for QCD dijets, and
the ratio of the two corrections.

the data-driven corrections to the highest and lowest pT regions where in-situ calibration sam-
ples are not available. The result of these steps is the data-driven absolute correction for pT
dependence.

With 100 pb!1 of data we expect to be able to use top quark events for data driven correc-
tions [9]. The W mass constraint can give the jet energy correction for light and charm quarks
in the rough interval 20 < pT < 130 GeV, and the t quark mass constraint can then give the jet
energy correction for b quarks in a similar pT interval. These corrections will then be used as a
further constraint on the absolute correction for pT dependence.

✓measure  jet correction up to 400 
GeV with  100 pb-1.

✓ correction factors from MC dijet 
& Z+jet consistent within 5%

✓ combine jet calibration constants 
from Z+jet and MC truth, 
extrapolate to higher pT 

✓consistent results with γ+jet 
calibrations   
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Figure 7: Left) The jet response from Z + jet balance with statistical uncertainties anticipated
for 100 pb!1. Right) The jet correction from Z + jet balance, from MC truth for QCD dijets, and
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the data-driven corrections to the highest and lowest pT regions where in-situ calibration sam-
ples are not available. The result of these steps is the data-driven absolute correction for pT
dependence.

With 100 pb!1 of data we expect to be able to use top quark events for data driven correc-
tions [9]. The W mass constraint can give the jet energy correction for light and charm quarks
in the rough interval 20 < pT < 130 GeV, and the t quark mass constraint can then give the jet
energy correction for b quarks in a similar pT interval. These corrections will then be used as a
further constraint on the absolute correction for pT dependence.

Z + jet balance

p p

Jet

μ+
μ-

Z

 
➠ muons reconstructed in the tracker (independent from 
calorimeter) 
➠ clean events with well separated Jet-Z  
➠ pT(μ)>15 GeV, opposite charge , mμμ within m(Z)±20 GeV
➠ NO extra jet with PT > 0.2PT(Z). 
➠ negligible background

Data driven (Z→μμ)+jet:  PT balance in events with the jet in the control region 

Jet energy corrections:absolute pT
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Jet energy corrections: (optional)

8 6 Flavor Correction

5 EMF Correction
The fraction of the jet energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMF) provides ad-
ditional information that can be used to improve the jet energy resolution. In Fig. 8 we show
that the response of a jet depends on EMF, with significant variations in response at both low
and high EMF. Fig. 8 also shows that correcting for response variations with EMF, in addition
to the corrections as a function of ! and pT, improves the jet resolution. This is an optional
correction, which has been developed from MC truth for CMS analyses requiring optimal jet
energy resolution. The data-driven techniques for determining the correction as a function of
pT can also be used to measure the jet response as a function of EMF.
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Figure 8: Left) The difference between GenJet pT and corrected CaloJet pT is plotted as a
function of EMF for three different bins of GenJet pT. Right) The jet resolution after pT and !
dependent corrections, and after additional EMF dependent corrections.

6 Flavor Correction
The optional flavor correction is intended to correct a jet to the particle level assuming the
jet originated from a specific parton flavor, as opposed to the QCD dijet mixture of parton
flavors used by the previous corrections. In Fig. 9 we show the jet response variations for
different parton flavors. For example, light quarks have higher response than gluons because
they fragment into higher momentum particles. Fig. 9 also shows that the QCD dijet mixture
is dominated by gluons. Processes like "/Z + jets, which have a higher fraction of light quarks
in the final state, will have a higher jet response. Flavor corrections can be developed from
MC truth and from in-situ data samples like tt̄ [9]. Analyses which are able to identify the
flavor of a jet in the final state, or can assume a specific flavor hypothesis, may benefit from this
additional optional correction for jet flavor.
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Figure 9: Left) The jet response of gluons, light (uds), c, and b quarks relative to the jet response
for the QCD dijet mixture of quarks and gluons (all). Right) The fraction of jets from each flavor
in the QCD dijet sample.

7 Parton Correction
The previous corrections take a CaloJet back to the corresponding GenJet on average. The
parton correction then takes the jet back to the corresponding parton, on average. Fig. 10 shows
the GenJet response to an input parton, pGenJet

T /pparton
T , which clearly depends on the parton

flavor. Gluons which radiate more than light quarks have a lower GenJet response, because
more final state radiation falls outside the jet. The GenJet response in general will depend on
the size of the jet. For the cone algorithm the response increases with the cone size, !R, and
for the KT algorithm the response increases with the size parameter D. Fig. 10 shows that the
cone algorithm with !R = 0.5 and the KT algorithms with D = 0.4 will have a similar parton
correction. The parton correction can be separated from the underlying event correction, but
the underlying event like the offset is expected to be small, and Fig. 10 includes both effects.
This optional correction can be determined from Monte Carlo for dijet events, but is model and
process dependent.
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Figure 10: The GenJet response to a parton of different flavors from dijet events for the iterative
cone algorithm with cone size !R = 0.5 (left) and for the KT algorithm with D = 0.4 (right).

 EMF dependent corrections

 Corrections to parton level

-  correct for variations in  jet response  versus 
EM energy fraction of Jets
- improves jet energy resolution up to 10% 9
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Figure 9: Left) The jet response of gluons, light (uds), c, and b quarks relative to the jet response
for the QCD dijet mixture of quarks and gluons (all). Right) The fraction of jets from each flavor
in the QCD dijet sample.

7 Parton Correction
The previous corrections take a CaloJet back to the corresponding GenJet on average. The
parton correction then takes the jet back to the corresponding parton, on average. Fig. 10 shows
the GenJet response to an input parton, pGenJet

T /pparton
T , which clearly depends on the parton

flavor. Gluons which radiate more than light quarks have a lower GenJet response, because
more final state radiation falls outside the jet. The GenJet response in general will depend on
the size of the jet. For the cone algorithm the response increases with the cone size, !R, and
for the KT algorithm the response increases with the size parameter D. Fig. 10 shows that the
cone algorithm with !R = 0.5 and the KT algorithms with D = 0.4 will have a similar parton
correction. The parton correction can be separated from the underlying event correction, but
the underlying event like the offset is expected to be small, and Fig. 10 includes both effects.
This optional correction can be determined from Monte Carlo for dijet events, but is model and
process dependent.
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Figure 10: The GenJet response to a parton of different flavors from dijet events for the iterative
cone algorithm with cone size !R = 0.5 (left) and for the KT algorithm with D = 0.4 (right).

 Flavor dependent corrections

Flavor Variation of Jet Response Flavor Fraction for QCD Dijets

- Gluon, c and b quark jets all have lower response 
than light quark jets

- correcting jet pT to the parton level
- gluons radiate more → lower response due to 
out-of-cone effect
- process dependent
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Performance in ttbar events
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Figure 7: Left: Resolution from dijet asymmetry as a function of the pT threshold applied to the
third jet in the event for Iterative Cone R = 0.5, extrapolated to zero. The red and green lines
correspond to detector and particle level respectively. The plots are taken from the average pT
bin with 150 < pT < 210 GeV. Right: Resolution obtained with the Asymmetry Method and
from Monte Carlo Truth for Iterative Cone R = 0.5 jets.
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Figure 8: mW and mt distributions for hadronic top decays reconstructed with the Fast kT algo-
rithm, D = 0.4. Distributions are shown for particle-level jets (GEN), calorimeter jets (CALO),
calorimeter jets corrected with MCJet corrections (CORR), and corrected calorimeter jets with
an additional flavor correction (“Level-5 correction”) applied (L5). Only jets with uncorrected
pT ! 15 GeV and |!| " 5 are considered. The generated W boson (80.42 GeV) and top quark
(175 GeV) masses are indicated by the black vertical lines.

• hadronic/semi-leptonic decays in ttbar ALPGEN sample
• select uniquely matched jets to top(W) decay products
• Apply MC based jet calib & flavor dependent 

corrections
• mtop=mtrhee-Jet , mW=mdi-Jet

Gen:at GenJet Level
CALO: uncalibrated CaloJets
CORR: MC based jet 
calibrations applied
L5:calibrations+flavor 
dependent corrections

Jet

Jet
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bin with 150 < pT < 210 GeV. Right: Resolution obtained with the Asymmetry Method and
from Monte Carlo Truth for Iterative Cone R = 0.5 jets.
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Figure 8: mW and mt distributions for hadronic top decays reconstructed with the Fast kT algo-
rithm, D = 0.4. Distributions are shown for particle-level jets (GEN), calorimeter jets (CALO),
calorimeter jets corrected with MCJet corrections (CORR), and corrected calorimeter jets with
an additional flavor correction (“Level-5 correction”) applied (L5). Only jets with uncorrected
pT ! 15 GeV and |!| " 5 are considered. The generated W boson (80.42 GeV) and top quark
(175 GeV) masses are indicated by the black vertical lines.

Asymmetry method
 select the back-to-back  (ΔΦ>2.7) jets in the barrel region
 relate  resolution to Asymmetry variable A

 Good agreement between data-
driven and MC-driven resolutions 
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Figure 8: mW and mt distributions for hadronic top decays reconstructed with the Fast kT algo-
rithm, D = 0.4. Distributions are shown for particle-level jets (GEN), calorimeter jets (CALO),
calorimeter jets corrected with MCJet corrections (CORR), and corrected calorimeter jets with
an additional flavor correction (“Level-5 correction”) applied (L5). Only jets with uncorrected
pT ! 15 GeV and |!| " 5 are considered. The generated W boson (80.42 GeV) and top quark
(175 GeV) masses are indicated by the black vertical lines.
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di-jet Mass resolution 9
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Figure 11: Comparison of the dijet mass resolution as a function of the resonance mass mZ! for
jets reconstructed with Midpoint Cone (dashed red line) and SISCone (solid blue line). The
cone size parameter is R = 0.5 in both cases.

 m(Z’)=m(jet1,jet2)   

 MC Samples miss-calibrated according to expectations of 
100/pb data, m(Z’)=  700, 2000, 5000 GeV
 two leading jets in the barrel region of HCAL  η<1.3                 

Z ! ! qq̄ Study Mass resolution in               → both position&energy 
resolution participates       

Similar resolutions from 
SiSCone & MidPoint
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Jet Reconstruction with Tracks  (1)
•CMS can profit from excellent tracker measurements also for measuring Jets
•Reconstruct jets using charged tracks only, independent from calorimeter

•independent systematics
•can be used to cross check Calorimeter Jets 
•data driven efficiencies, tag&prob

•charged fraction of hadronic jets is about 60% (large fluctuations:bad Jet energy 
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 2!| " |! R < 0.3 #

Jet Matching efficiency 
ΔR<0.3

•good jet matching efficiencies: better angular resolution (Φ) 
•stable jet energy response up to ~1 TeV
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Jet Reconstruction with Tracks (2)

TrackJets are transparent to PU effects

Fraction of reconstructed Jets which are not matched to a GenJet ΔR<0.38 7 Conclusions
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Figure 8: Jet mismatched rate as a function of the reconstructed jet pT. Note that for each jet
type the reconstructed pT scale is different from the generator level pT scale.

compatible with the muon vertex are removed from the track collection before the TrackJet
reconstruction.

To study the effect of pile-up, the signal samples of Z+jets are overlayed with a sample of
Minimum Bias events where the mixing proportion is 1:5 per bunch crossing on average.

Figure 9 shows the jet mismatched rate after the pile-up events are included. Comparison with
Figure 8 reveals that the mismatched rate for TrackJets is not affected by the addition of pile-up
events, while it increases significantly for CaloJets. TrackJets are therefore better suited than
CaloJets to determine the jet multiplicity of the primary interaction in the presence of pile-up.
It should be noted however that tracks can be used to try to determine if CaloJets originate
from the primary vertex as well.

7 Conclusions
In this document, the jet reconstruction with charged tracks only in CMS (TrackJets) is pre-
sented. The performance of TrackJets is compared to calorimeter jets (CaloJets) in QCD events,
hadronic top-pair decays and Z+jets samples, using Iterative Cone and kT clustering algorithms
with different jet size parameters.

Within the tracker acceptance, the jet finding efficiency with TrackJets is higher than for CaloJets
for pT ! 30 GeV/c, and the angular resolution of TrackJets is better than for CaloJets at pT !
200 GeV/c, mainly for the ! resolution.

To study jet finding in multi-jet events, tt decays to six jets have been analyzed, requiring all
final state partons to be well within the acceptance of the tracker. Here the performance of jet
finding with TrackJets is better than with CaloJets when considering the efficiency to match
correctly the six decay quarks, while setting the mismatched rate to the same level.

A performance study of the TrackJets in Z+jets events is also presented where it provides a
simple and clean way for jet counting. It is shown that using vertex information with TrackJets
the reconstruction is not affected by pile-up events. The jet mismatched rate for TrackJets is
substantially lower than the CaloJet mismatched rate at the lower energies (pT ! 40 GeV/c),
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Figure 9: Jet mismatched rate as a function of the reconstructed jet pT, where signal events are
mixed with pile-up events. Note that for each jet type the reconstructed pT scale is different
from the generator level pT scale.

while yielding comparable reconstruction efficiencies.

Other analysis scenarios that could benefit from the use of TrackJets range from QCD studies to
new physics searches, where having a straightforward and robust way to find jets is a crucial
element.
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(Z→μμ)+jets (Z→μμ)+jets

•Performance in Z+jets + PlieUP(average 5 interaction per bunch 
crossing)

•Tracks are measured at the IP origin : tracks coming from 
other vertices can be rejected a prior to jet clustering
•Tracks compatible with muon vertex are selected
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Jet Reconstruction with Tracks (3)

6 6 Performance of TrackJets in Z+jets events

additional reconstructed jets in the event not associated to the six decay quarks. The choice
of having ET thresholds that yield approximately the same average total number of jets in the
event provides a fair comparison between the different reconstruction inputs.
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Figure 5: Average number of matched quarks in fully hadronic tt̄ events using CaloJets and
TrackJets clustered with Iterative Cone (left) and kT (right) algorithms. The average number of
matched quarks is plotted as a function of the clustering parameter R for cone jets, and D for
kT jets.
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Figure 6: Efficiency to match all six quarks in fully hadronic tt using CaloJets and TrackJets
clustered with Iterative Cone (left) and kT (right) algorithms. The efficiencies are plotted as a
function of the clustering parameter R for cone jets, and D for kT jets.

6 Performance of TrackJets in Z+jets events
Direct productions of vector bosons have large cross sections at the LHC. Multi-jet events as-
sociated with W/Z bosons are relevant to several Standard Model (SM) measurements as well
as for searches beyond the SM. The measurement of the cross section of such processes as
functions of jet multiplicity and boson pT can be used for searches beyond the SM. In such a
measurement TrackJets can provide a robust method for jet counting.

For this study, samples of Z+jets events, generated with the ALPGEN [4] Monte Carlo, are used.
Different ALPGEN samples corresponding to different number of jets and boson pT have been
analyzed, inclusively weighting each individual sample according to their cross section. Events
are selected where the Z boson decays into a pair of muons, based on MC truth information,
and two reconstructed muons with pT(µ) > 20 GeV/c are required.

6 6 Performance of TrackJets in Z+jets events

additional reconstructed jets in the event not associated to the six decay quarks. The choice
of having ET thresholds that yield approximately the same average total number of jets in the
event provides a fair comparison between the different reconstruction inputs.
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Figure 5: Average number of matched quarks in fully hadronic tt̄ events using CaloJets and
TrackJets clustered with Iterative Cone (left) and kT (right) algorithms. The average number of
matched quarks is plotted as a function of the clustering parameter R for cone jets, and D for
kT jets.
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Figure 6: Efficiency to match all six quarks in fully hadronic tt using CaloJets and TrackJets
clustered with Iterative Cone (left) and kT (right) algorithms. The efficiencies are plotted as a
function of the clustering parameter R for cone jets, and D for kT jets.

6 Performance of TrackJets in Z+jets events
Direct productions of vector bosons have large cross sections at the LHC. Multi-jet events as-
sociated with W/Z bosons are relevant to several Standard Model (SM) measurements as well
as for searches beyond the SM. The measurement of the cross section of such processes as
functions of jet multiplicity and boson pT can be used for searches beyond the SM. In such a
measurement TrackJets can provide a robust method for jet counting.

For this study, samples of Z+jets events, generated with the ALPGEN [4] Monte Carlo, are used.
Different ALPGEN samples corresponding to different number of jets and boson pT have been
analyzed, inclusively weighting each individual sample according to their cross section. Events
are selected where the Z boson decays into a pair of muons, based on MC truth information,
and two reconstructed muons with pT(µ) > 20 GeV/c are required.

Jet

Jet

Averaged number of Matched Jets efficiency of matching 6 quarks to a reco Jet

•Performance in “crowded” events: fully 
hadronic decays of ttbar 
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Select hadronic decays                           (45% of total) 
with all six quarks within |η|<2. (15% of total)  

tt̄! bb̄qq̄qq̄



Missing Transverse Energy

 Imbalanced transverse energy in the event  
 signature of only weakly or  non-interacting particles
 Crucial object for many measurements 

 Medium/low MET (∼20-100 GeV)
 SM measurements ( top, W, Higgs, τ, ...)

 Large MET (>200 GeV)
 SUSY(gluino searches: jets+MET, ... ) 
 Extra Dimension searches(monojets) 

Challenges: 
 MET triggering
 Corrections on MET:

 jet energy corrections
 μ/e/τ corrections
 hot/dead channels
  ...
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Missing ET performance

1 Introduction: E/ T in CMS
While a typical general-purpose collider detector has nearly 4! solid angle coverage, it is not completely hermetic,
as it must have an opening in the very forward direction to feed the beams through it. Therefore, low pT energetic
interaction products, which move in very forward direction can escape detection, thus making it impossible to
utilize total energy balance in the collision as a useful constraint. However, although these escaping forward
particles may carry significant longitudinal momentum (i.e., momentum in the direction along the beams), they
nevertheless can not carry large transverse momentum due to the large pseudorapidity (") coverage of a typical
collider detector. In the case of the CMS detector [1], this coverage ranges from !5 to +5.

Consequently, the detector allows for rather precise tests of the 2D-momentum conservation in the plane perpen-
dicular to the direction of the beams. As a result, any significant imbalance in transverse momentum measured
in the calorimeter is indicative of a production of a weakly interacting particle in the collision, which by itself
indicates a process of interest. Among the standard model (SM) particles, such an imbalance would indicate the
presence of either a muon or a neutrino. The momentum of the muon can be precisely measured combining the
central tracker and the muon system, and the calorimeter-based missing transverse momentum can be corrected
for its presence. The only SM particle that would truly escape the detection is a neutrino, and its presence could
therefore be inferred from the remaining imbalance in total transverse momentum as measured by the calorimeter
and the muon system.

Many extensions of the SM predict the existence of other weakly interacting stable or quasi-stable particles. There-
fore, if an excess of events with significant transverse momentum imbalance is still observed after accounting for
all the SM processes, it would constitute a strong evidence for new physics beyond the SM. This makes total
transverse momentum imbalance (or missing transverse momentum) an important variable for searches for new
physics.

Unfortunately, the flip-side of this coin is that the missing transverse momentum is extremely sensitive to various
detector malfunctions and particles hitting poorly instrumented regions of the detector. Any dead or malfunc-
tioning element in the detector may result in an artificial imbalance, thus mimicking the signal for new physics.
Consequently, great care is required to understand the distribution in missing transverse momentum as measured
by the detector and to ensure that it’s a trustworthy variable for searches.

Historically, missing transverse momentum is often referred to as Missing Transverse Energy (E/ T ). This notation
is somewhat confusing, as it commonly refers to either the 2D-vector of missing transverse momentum, or to
its magnitude. In this note we will use the following notations: E/ T is the scalar variable, which describes the
magnitude of the missing transverse momentum vector, while #E/ T refers to the 2D-vector itself. We will also use
E/ x, E/ y to denote the two components of the E/ T 2D-vector. In some cases, when the two projections correspond
to a specially chosen axis and the directions perpendicular to it, we will use E/ !, E/" to denote the two projections.
Finally, we will use $(E/ T ) to denote the azimuthal direction of #E/ T .

#E/ T is an important variable for electroweak measurements and for searches for new physics with CMS. The
E/ T values in processes of interest in CMS range from “small,” e.g. in Higgs decays or Standard Model processes
such as top and W production, to “large” in the decays of SUSY particles or due to escaping gravitons in scenarios
with large extra dimensions. In the former case a good understanding of the QCD and environmental backgrounds
is needed, as well as a good low-energy resolution. For large E/ T values the understanding of the tails is the main
experimental challenge.

In this Physics Analysis Summary we describe the present state of the E/ T algorithms and studies. A discussion
of the E/ T reconstruction is presented, as well as its performance. The primordial E/ T is calculated from energy
deposits in the CMS Calorimeter Towers (CaloTowers), but to improve its central value and resolution several
corrections have been studied, notably those due to jet energy scale, and due to the presence of muons and taus in
the event. Finally we conclude with a number of points for future studies.

2 E/ T Reconstruction
The Missing Transverse Energy (E/ T ) is determined in the recent versions of the CMS software framework,
CMSSW, from the transverse vector sum over uncorrected energy deposits in projective Calorimeter Towers:

#E/ T = !
!

n

(En sin %n cos $n î + En sin %n sin$nĵ) = E/ x î + E/ y ĵ (1)
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Figure 1: !(E/ x) (left) and !(met) (right) vs. !ET for QCD dijet samples without pile-up for 20 < p̂T < 800
GeV (black dots). The resolution fit is shown by the black line. The fit parameters correspond to the corresponding
terms in Eq. (4).

The first terms correspond to the effects of electronic noise in an “empty” (or collision-less) event. Due to such
noise, “empty” events will have a minimum average visible total transverse energy, !!ET "min, which is seen to
be around 80 GeV. It is important to note that because the dataset conditions are very different in this study with
respect to the PTDR [2] (the datasets studied in this work have different calorimeter cell thresholds and no pile-
up, for example), the A term can not be easily compared with the earlier PTDR results. The second, B, term
represents the stochastic effects of a sampling calorimeter and can be more easily compared with the earlier results
of the PTDR: in the case of the PTDR, !(E/ x) had a stochastic term of 97% [2]. The third (C or constant) term
can also be compared with the earlier results of the PTDR: in the case of the PTDR, !(E/ x) had a constant term
of 1.2%. The stochastic and constant terms are higher with respect to the PTDR because the simulation of the
calorimeters has been significantly improved to yield more realistic detector performance.

4 E/ T Corrections
4.1 Introduction
The Calorimeter Tower based E/ T calculation can be improved by correcting E/ T for several effects. First there are
the Jet Energy Scale corrections, also often called Type I corrections. These corrections take the measured raw
energy values and adjust them for the difference between the raw jet energy and the true jet energy, as defined by
the Jet Energy Scale (JES) group [3].

Events may also contain muons. In the majority of cases the muon deposits only very little energy in the calorime-
ters. Hence to correct for the muon response the actual muon momentum measurement from the central tracker
and muon system is used to replace the energy measured along the muon trajectory in the calorimeter.

Isolated taus yield jets that differ substantially from average QCD jets. Specific corrections for " -jets based on
particle flow methods can be employed in this case.

Besides the corrections to the high pT objects as listed above, there are effects due to the soft underlying event,
pile-up etc. These so called Type II corrections have not been studied within the CMSSW framework as of yet.
Developing these corrections is one of the high-priority future tasks for the JetMET group.

The E/ T corrections aim to bring the measured E/ T value closer to the true E/ T on event by event basis, and to
improve the resolution of the E/ T variable in general. The individual corrections are described in this section.

4

MET is calculated from uncorrected energy deposits in projective Calorimeter Towers 

σ(ET)=A ⊕ B√(∑ET)-D) ⊕ C(∑ET)-D
Resolution

 Noise(A): electronic, underlying event, Pile 
Up

 Stochastic(B): sampling effects, e/π
 Constant(C): non-linearities, cracks,hot/dead 

channels 
 Offset(D): effects of Pile Up, underlying event 

on ∑ET , anti-correlated with noise term

QCD dijet, (20<PT<800 GeV), 
No Pile Up
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Missing ET Calibrations

4.2 Type I Jet Energy Scale Corrections
Type I corrections to E/ T are based on the energy response of jets reconstructed in the event. They are essential to
remove biases in the determination of E/ T due to the non-linear response of the calorimeter to jet energy deposits
at different values of ET and rapidity. We first define JES corrections and then discuss how they affect the E/ T bias
and resolution.

Reliable MC jet corrections are the first step toward realistic jet corrections based on data. They allow to test various
methods and develop techniques to quickly derive the corrections with data. Standard MC-based jet (MCJet)
corrections [4] resolve jets as a function of two variables: transverse energy (Ej

T ) and pseudorapidity (|!j |). The
MCJet-corrections are derived by fitting the relative response of the calorimeter, defined as the ratio of transverse
energies of the reconstructed and MC-generated jets, Ej

T (Rec)/Ej
T (MC), with a Gaussian in each Ej

T , |!j | bin.
This technique takes into account non-uniformity and nonlinearity of the calorimeter [4].

The CMS calorimeter system is non-compensating, i.e. its response to neutral and charged pions is very different.
This effect can be taken into account by adding the third variable in the derivation of jet corrections: the fraction of
jet energy deposited in the ECAL (EM fraction, or EMF) [5]. These three variables contain most of the information
about a jet. They are derived based on the absolute response of the calorimeter, Ej

T (Rec)!Ej
T (MC), which is more

Gaussian than the relative response, especially at low jet ET . The current scheme of JES corrections in CMS, calls
for factorization of various corrections. The EMF-based correction is applied on top of the MCJet one [3] and in
what follows, we refer to it as MCJet+EMF correction. It has been demonstrated [5] that accounting for the jet
EMF does improve jet energy resolution by about 10% compared to the result of just the MCJet corrections.

When applying the Type I corrections, care has to be taken to avoid applying the jet response corrections to
electrons reconstructed as jets with high fraction of EM energy; such jets can be identified, e.g., by matching to
reconstructed electrons. In addition, average MCJet corrections are also not applicable to true jets with high EM
fraction; furthermore the MCJet+EMF-corrections for such jets are already small. Type I corrections are therefore
not applied for jets which exceed a certain EMF threshold. Jets with pj

T lower than 10 GeV are excluded as well,
as the jet energy corrections for these are known to have large uncertainties.

A standard CMSSW package corrects jets according to one of the official algorithms used for JES corrections (the
default is MCJet). E/ T is corrected according to the following formula:

"E/
corr

T = "E/ T !
Njets!

i=1

"
"p corr

Ti
! "p raw

Ti

#
,

where the sum runs over all the jets not identified as electrons or photons, which have praw
T greater than the chosen

threshold.
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Figure 2: E/ ! bias and resolution in the W (e#)+ jets sample. Left: E/ ! bias as a function of E/ T (MC). Center:
absolute resolution, $(E/ !), as a function of E/ T (MC). Right: relative resolution, $(E/ !)/E/ !, as a function of
E/ T (MC).

We applied both MCJet and MCJet+EMF JES corrections to events with true E/ T using W (e#)+ jets samples
produced in CMSSW 1 3 X. This sample allows to see the effect of the corrections as a function of either

$
ET

or E/ T in a large range.

In order to demonstrate the effect of Type I E/ T corrections, we define the parallel component of E/ T (E/ !), which

5

 MET is calculated from un-calibrated CaloTowers, needs to be corrected for 
non-linearities in response versus PT and η

 standard jet calibrations for jets can be used to correct MET 
 CMS has a non-compensating calorimeter system, e/h≠1
 Use calibrated jets with EMF < threshold, i.e 90%, & PTjet(Uncor) > 10 GeV 

Bias and relative resolution on MET|| for (W→eν)+jets
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Muon corrections on missing ET 

is the projection of the reconstructed E/ T on the direction of the neutrino produced in the W decay, as determined
at the generator level (p!). This direction is the direction of “true” E/ T in the event, and thus allows to study both
the bias and resolution in the presence of true E/ T .

Most importantly, both MCJet and MCJet+EMF corrections nearly remove significant bias in E/ ! vs. E/ T (MC).
This is particularly important at large E/ T (MC) (see the left plot in Fig. 2). Both the absolute and relative E/ !
resolutions, defined as !(E/ !) and !(E/ !)/E/ !), as a function of the true E/ T in the event, E/ T (MC), are shown in
Fig. 2. Significant improvement is achieved in relative E/ ! resolution, primarily due to removed E/ T bias, which
increases overall E/ ! found in the denominator of the expression for relative resolution. One can also see from this
figure that MCJet+EMF corrections work substantially better than MCJet only corrections. The reason absolute
resolution is not reduced significantly after applying JES corrections is that the latter increase the overall transverse
energy in the event, which in turn worsens E/ T resolution, as indicated by Eq. (4).

4.3 Muon corrections
Missing transverse energy has to be also corrected for the muon objects in the event. As a muon is a minimum
ionizing particle over the wide range of a particle momentum, it deposits only a small amount of energy in the
calorimeter, typically a few GeV, and thus can create a fake E/ T . Therefore, the transverse momenta of all muons
in the event are subtracted vectorially from the E/ T vector, after deduction of the energy deposition of the muons
in the calorimeter:

"E/ T = !
towers!

i=1

"E i
T !

muons!
"p µ

T +

deposit
towers!

i=1

"E i
T .

The E/ T muon corrections are studied using using Z " µ+µ" Monte Carlo (MC) samples reconstructed with
CMSSW 1 3 1. Here we focus on the “high pT ” sample with 230 < pZ

T < 300 GeV.

Muons are identified combining information from the inner tracker and the muon system. The analysis starts with
the muons separated from jets by at least 0.5 in the #–$ space, with pµ

T > 10 GeV and |#µ| < 2.4 and passing
certain quality cuts. We calculate the direction of the Z boson by selecting events with two good muons, and
divide E/ T into two components: parallel (E/ !) and perpendicular (E/#) to the Z direction. The “raw” E/ T tends to
lie along the Z direction, as the dominant E/ T source is muon energy which is not registered in the calorimeter. The
estimated E/ T resolution in the orthogonal direction E/# is dominated by the underlying event and pile-up activity
and nominally Gaussian distributed around zero. Figure 3 shows the E/ ! distribution of Z " µµ events. The “raw”
E/ ! distributions (thin solid line) are shifted towards positive values, especially for large values pT of the Z boson.
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Figure 3: Distributions of E/ ! (E/ T component parallel to the reconstructed Z direction) in the inclusive (left)
and high pT (right) Z " µµ samples. The histograms represent E/ ! distributions at different correction levels:
uncorrected “raw” E/ ! (thin solid line), muon momentum correction (dotted line), muon momentum and muon
energy deposit in the calorimeter (dash-dotted line), all muons and jet energy scale corrections (thick solid line).

The first step is to correct E/ T for the reconstructed muon energy. The 2-dimensional (pµ
x , pµ

y ) muon momentum
vectors are subtracted from the “raw” E/ T vector. Distributions of the E/ ! and E/# after the muon momentum
correction are shown in Fig. 3. The E/ ! distribution is shifted to negative values after the correction, which is
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is the projection of the reconstructed E/ T on the direction of the neutrino produced in the W decay, as determined
at the generator level (p!). This direction is the direction of “true” E/ T in the event, and thus allows to study both
the bias and resolution in the presence of true E/ T .

Most importantly, both MCJet and MCJet+EMF corrections nearly remove significant bias in E/ ! vs. E/ T (MC).
This is particularly important at large E/ T (MC) (see the left plot in Fig. 2). Both the absolute and relative E/ !
resolutions, defined as !(E/ !) and !(E/ !)/E/ !), as a function of the true E/ T in the event, E/ T (MC), are shown in
Fig. 2. Significant improvement is achieved in relative E/ ! resolution, primarily due to removed E/ T bias, which
increases overall E/ ! found in the denominator of the expression for relative resolution. One can also see from this
figure that MCJet+EMF corrections work substantially better than MCJet only corrections. The reason absolute
resolution is not reduced significantly after applying JES corrections is that the latter increase the overall transverse
energy in the event, which in turn worsens E/ T resolution, as indicated by Eq. (4).

4.3 Muon corrections
Missing transverse energy has to be also corrected for the muon objects in the event. As a muon is a minimum
ionizing particle over the wide range of a particle momentum, it deposits only a small amount of energy in the
calorimeter, typically a few GeV, and thus can create a fake E/ T . Therefore, the transverse momenta of all muons
in the event are subtracted vectorially from the E/ T vector, after deduction of the energy deposition of the muons
in the calorimeter:
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The E/ T muon corrections are studied using using Z " µ+µ" Monte Carlo (MC) samples reconstructed with
CMSSW 1 3 1. Here we focus on the “high pT ” sample with 230 < pZ

T < 300 GeV.

Muons are identified combining information from the inner tracker and the muon system. The analysis starts with
the muons separated from jets by at least 0.5 in the #–$ space, with pµ

T > 10 GeV and |#µ| < 2.4 and passing
certain quality cuts. We calculate the direction of the Z boson by selecting events with two good muons, and
divide E/ T into two components: parallel (E/ !) and perpendicular (E/#) to the Z direction. The “raw” E/ T tends to
lie along the Z direction, as the dominant E/ T source is muon energy which is not registered in the calorimeter. The
estimated E/ T resolution in the orthogonal direction E/# is dominated by the underlying event and pile-up activity
and nominally Gaussian distributed around zero. Figure 3 shows the E/ ! distribution of Z " µµ events. The “raw”
E/ ! distributions (thin solid line) are shifted towards positive values, especially for large values pT of the Z boson.
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Figure 3: Distributions of E/ ! (E/ T component parallel to the reconstructed Z direction) in the inclusive (left)
and high pT (right) Z " µµ samples. The histograms represent E/ ! distributions at different correction levels:
uncorrected “raw” E/ ! (thin solid line), muon momentum correction (dotted line), muon momentum and muon
energy deposit in the calorimeter (dash-dotted line), all muons and jet energy scale corrections (thick solid line).

The first step is to correct E/ T for the reconstructed muon energy. The 2-dimensional (pµ
x , pµ

y ) muon momentum
vectors are subtracted from the “raw” E/ T vector. Distributions of the E/ ! and E/# after the muon momentum
correction are shown in Fig. 3. The E/ ! distribution is shifted to negative values after the correction, which is
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is the projection of the reconstructed E/ T on the direction of the neutrino produced in the W decay, as determined
at the generator level (p!). This direction is the direction of “true” E/ T in the event, and thus allows to study both
the bias and resolution in the presence of true E/ T .

Most importantly, both MCJet and MCJet+EMF corrections nearly remove significant bias in E/ ! vs. E/ T (MC).
This is particularly important at large E/ T (MC) (see the left plot in Fig. 2). Both the absolute and relative E/ !
resolutions, defined as !(E/ !) and !(E/ !)/E/ !), as a function of the true E/ T in the event, E/ T (MC), are shown in
Fig. 2. Significant improvement is achieved in relative E/ ! resolution, primarily due to removed E/ T bias, which
increases overall E/ ! found in the denominator of the expression for relative resolution. One can also see from this
figure that MCJet+EMF corrections work substantially better than MCJet only corrections. The reason absolute
resolution is not reduced significantly after applying JES corrections is that the latter increase the overall transverse
energy in the event, which in turn worsens E/ T resolution, as indicated by Eq. (4).

4.3 Muon corrections
Missing transverse energy has to be also corrected for the muon objects in the event. As a muon is a minimum
ionizing particle over the wide range of a particle momentum, it deposits only a small amount of energy in the
calorimeter, typically a few GeV, and thus can create a fake E/ T . Therefore, the transverse momenta of all muons
in the event are subtracted vectorially from the E/ T vector, after deduction of the energy deposition of the muons
in the calorimeter:
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The E/ T muon corrections are studied using using Z " µ+µ" Monte Carlo (MC) samples reconstructed with
CMSSW 1 3 1. Here we focus on the “high pT ” sample with 230 < pZ

T < 300 GeV.

Muons are identified combining information from the inner tracker and the muon system. The analysis starts with
the muons separated from jets by at least 0.5 in the #–$ space, with pµ

T > 10 GeV and |#µ| < 2.4 and passing
certain quality cuts. We calculate the direction of the Z boson by selecting events with two good muons, and
divide E/ T into two components: parallel (E/ !) and perpendicular (E/#) to the Z direction. The “raw” E/ T tends to
lie along the Z direction, as the dominant E/ T source is muon energy which is not registered in the calorimeter. The
estimated E/ T resolution in the orthogonal direction E/# is dominated by the underlying event and pile-up activity
and nominally Gaussian distributed around zero. Figure 3 shows the E/ ! distribution of Z " µµ events. The “raw”
E/ ! distributions (thin solid line) are shifted towards positive values, especially for large values pT of the Z boson.
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Figure 3: Distributions of E/ ! (E/ T component parallel to the reconstructed Z direction) in the inclusive (left)
and high pT (right) Z " µµ samples. The histograms represent E/ ! distributions at different correction levels:
uncorrected “raw” E/ ! (thin solid line), muon momentum correction (dotted line), muon momentum and muon
energy deposit in the calorimeter (dash-dotted line), all muons and jet energy scale corrections (thick solid line).

The first step is to correct E/ T for the reconstructed muon energy. The 2-dimensional (pµ
x , pµ

y ) muon momentum
vectors are subtracted from the “raw” E/ T vector. Distributions of the E/ ! and E/# after the muon momentum
correction are shown in Fig. 3. The E/ ! distribution is shifted to negative values after the correction, which is
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➠Muon leaves a small fraction of its energy in calorimeter 

Raw MET||

+Muon Corr
+Corr for muon 
Energy dep. in 
CAL
+Jet calibtarions

MET component parallel to Z for different correction levels

energy 
deposited in 
calorimeter 
by muon ➠Muons are identified in the Tracker and muon 

system, well separated in η-ϕ with jets & PTμ>10 
GeV are used
➠ further study for selection criteria for high pT 
muons underway
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In selecting a specific technique to determine the tau energy, one has a choice between the particle flow (PF)
measurement and the calorimeter measurement with tau specific corrections. The PF algorithm provides a very
accurate measurement of the tau energy except at very high energies. However, the PF algorithm is not available
at the trigger level, thus making it important to develop and understand corrections based on both algorithms. The
calorimeter-based corrections were studied earlier and were found to improve the E/ T scale, but not the resolution
[6]. Therefore, we will focus on the algorithm utilizing the PF-based tau energy measurement.

We define a minimal PF based E/ T correction for ! ’s as:

! "E/ T =
!

"Ecal jet 0.5
T ! "EPF !

T ,

To gauge the performance of this correction and disentangle effects associated with other corrections (e.g. for
jets, electrons and muons), we select a sample of W " !# events and require that there be no additional jets
with ET > 5 GeV. While this is a harsh requirement, it is effective in removing other effects associated with
mismeasurements of recoil jet energies. Figure 4 (right) shows the (E/ T

reco !E/ T
true) distribution for three cases:

no correction (dashed line), standard jet correction (dash-dotted) and PF-based (solid) correction. The PF based
calculation is seen to yield the result with the smallest bias and the best resolution. The absence of a visible
bias confirms that effects of the UE are small. The residual efffects of the UE will nonetheless be studied and
appropriate corrections will soon be available.
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Figure 4: Distribution of (E/ T
reco !E/ T

true) for hadronically decaying tau leptons in W (+0jets)" !had# events
for three cases: no correction (dashed line), standard jet correction (dash-dotted), and PF-based (solid) correction.

We also would like to discuss the limits of applicability of the dedicated tau corrections. First, dedicated tau
corrections improve the E/ T scale and resolution only in events that have real taus, and then only if these taus are
identified as such. Applying these corrections to events where a QCD jet is misidentified as a tau will not lead to
better E/ T resolution or scale. Therefore, in the vast majority of physics analyses that are not specifically targeting
events with real taus, one should not use these corrections merely because a jet was tagged as a tau candidate.
Second, even in analyses that target final states with hadronic taus, one will only improve E/ T in signal events
and not in the backgrounds where a jet is misidentified as a hadronic tau. However, applying tau corrections to
E/ T is appropriate in the second case as it improves separation between signal and backgrounds. It is also worth
mentioning that applying standard jet corrections to jets misidentified as taus will generally not be correct either
because tau-tagging procedures select rather peculiar jets, while standard jet corrections are derived from average
jets.

Finally, the correction procedure we describe is defined only for hadronically decaying taus that satisfy certain
identification requirements. If one uses a different identification procedure, these corrections may need to be
recalculated. Fortunately, this will only become an issue if the tau tagging method is substantially different from
what was used in obtaining these corrections.
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Tau corrections on missing ET 
 Tau jets are different from ordinary QCD jets, typically less constituents with fairly high 

energy ➠ applying standard jet corrections to hadronic tau jets will result in significant 
overcorrection on MET 

 Tau-specific corrections have been derived using Particle-flow algorithm and 
propagated into MET corrections

In selecting a specific technique to determine the tau energy, one has a choice between the particle flow (PF)
measurement and the calorimeter measurement with tau specific corrections. The PF algorithm provides a very
accurate measurement of the tau energy except at very high energies. However, the PF algorithm is not available
at the trigger level, thus making it important to develop and understand corrections based on both algorithms. The
calorimeter-based corrections were studied earlier and were found to improve the E/ T scale, but not the resolution
[6]. Therefore, we will focus on the algorithm utilizing the PF-based tau energy measurement.

We define a minimal PF based E/ T correction for ! ’s as:
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To gauge the performance of this correction and disentangle effects associated with other corrections (e.g. for
jets, electrons and muons), we select a sample of W " !# events and require that there be no additional jets
with ET > 5 GeV. While this is a harsh requirement, it is effective in removing other effects associated with
mismeasurements of recoil jet energies. Figure 4 (right) shows the (E/ T
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true) distribution for three cases:

no correction (dashed line), standard jet correction (dash-dotted) and PF-based (solid) correction. The PF based
calculation is seen to yield the result with the smallest bias and the best resolution. The absence of a visible
bias confirms that effects of the UE are small. The residual efffects of the UE will nonetheless be studied and
appropriate corrections will soon be available.
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We also would like to discuss the limits of applicability of the dedicated tau corrections. First, dedicated tau
corrections improve the E/ T scale and resolution only in events that have real taus, and then only if these taus are
identified as such. Applying these corrections to events where a QCD jet is misidentified as a tau will not lead to
better E/ T resolution or scale. Therefore, in the vast majority of physics analyses that are not specifically targeting
events with real taus, one should not use these corrections merely because a jet was tagged as a tau candidate.
Second, even in analyses that target final states with hadronic taus, one will only improve E/ T in signal events
and not in the backgrounds where a jet is misidentified as a hadronic tau. However, applying tau corrections to
E/ T is appropriate in the second case as it improves separation between signal and backgrounds. It is also worth
mentioning that applying standard jet corrections to jets misidentified as taus will generally not be correct either
because tau-tagging procedures select rather peculiar jets, while standard jet corrections are derived from average
jets.

Finally, the correction procedure we describe is defined only for hadronically decaying taus that satisfy certain
identification requirements. If one uses a different identification procedure, these corrections may need to be
recalculated. Fortunately, this will only become an issue if the tau tagging method is substantially different from
what was used in obtaining these corrections.
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(W→τhadν)+jets

very accurate τ energy with Particle-Flow*

* Particle Flow is an algorithm that uses Tracking & Calorimeter information for particle id and energy 
measurement, not covered here   

Correction on MET

Best bias & resolution 
obtained after correction

6 6 Conclusion
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Figure 1: Comparison between particle-flow-based (red) and calorimeter-based (black) recon-
struction of single !!’s with pT = 50 GeV/c (typical of a Z decay). Left: Difference, in GeV,
between the measured and the true visible transverse momentum (!ET); Right: Difference, in
radian, between the measured and the true azimuthal angle. The poorer calorimeter-based res-
olutions are due to the limited hadron-calorimeter energy resolution and angular granularity.
The azimuthal-angle bias is caused by the large axial magnetic field, and the energy bias is
an effect of the lack of tau-jet energy calibration. If applied to calorimeter-based taus, the jet
calibration would overshoot the true tau energy and degrade the resolution.

Figure 2: Sketch of the signal cone and isolation annulus. The signal cone is defined around
the leading track, and the isolation annulus around the signal cone. No reconstructed charged
hadrons with pT larger than 1 GeV/c and no photons with pT above 1.5 GeV/c are allowed in
the isolation annulus.
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✓ MET shows clear separation of signal from Background  

✓ QCD is the major background and methods to estimate it from data are 
developed, while EWK background estimation is based on MC 

✓Assuming cross sections at 14 TeV and 10pb-1 of   ∫Ldt  we expect: 
~28K W→eν events and ~  6K QCD events 

MET in W→eν events

 Single Isolated electron HLT
 A high ET electron (ET>30 GeV) 

within |η|<2.5
 Isolated: no tracks with PT>1.5 GeV 

in a cone of ΔR<0.6 around the 
electron.

 Electron Id: H/E, Δη, Δφ, σηη
 Reject events with a 2nd electron 

having ET>20 GeV.

W→e±ν
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• lepton veto 
•MET > 200 GeV 

•PT of 1st jet > 180 GeV 
•2nd jet > 110 GeV
•3rd jet > 30 GeV 

•HT > 500 GeV 

•Further MET clean-up 
and QCD rejection cuts 
are applied

Susy Signature
In the Fully Hadronic Decay Mode

Example diagram:
Signature
Cascade decay of primary produced
SUSY particles

R-parity conserving models
! LSP at end of decay chain is
stable
! "ET

Many jets

Jet pairs compatible with a W± or a Z

C. Sander (Hamburg) Susy at the LHC 9th Jul 08 8 / 27

Jets & MET in SUSY events

Signature: 
•Cascade decay of primarily produced SUSY 
particles
•R-Parity conserving models --->> LSP ---> MET
•Many jets, jet-pair mass comparable with W 
or Z
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Jets/MET from other objects   

•Most of the results that I presented are being updated
•CMS explores excellent tracker measurement also for jets and 
MET 

•Only Calorimeter/Track-only based Jets/MET is presented
• Many new results with a lot of improvement in resolutions 
coming soon
•Jets and MET using ParticleFlow objects
•Corrections on Jets (JetPlusTrack) and MET (tcMET) using 
tracks 
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Summary
 CMS exercises several jet algorithms and their parameters, recent 

developments on algorithmic side, timing, IRC safety... 
 A lot of effort on Jet calibrations 

 A multi-level factorized correction
 MC based as well as data driven techniques

 Jets reconstructed using using different/combined detectors are well 
under study: Tracks-only; Particle-Flow Objects; Jets corrected precisely 
measured tracks

 Missing ET is a complicated object but it is important  
 Calibrations to improve resolutions are promising 
  biggest problems with MET will be known when beams collide (beam 

effects, dead/hot channels are important)

 First collision data will be crucial to understand both objects 
and their calibrations 
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